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SYMPOSIUM
Regressed but Not Gone: Patterns of Vision Gene Loss and
Retention in Subterranean Mammals
Christopher A. Emerling1,*,†
*Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, University of California Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA; †Institut des Sciences de
l’Evolution de Montpellier (ISEM), Universite de Montpellier, CNRS, IRD, EPHE, 34090 Montpellier, France
From the symposium “Evolution in the Dark: Unifying Understanding of Eye Loss” presented at the annual meeting of
the Society for Integrative and Comparative Biology, January 3–7, 2018 at San Francisco, California.
1E-mail: christopher.emerling@umontpellier.fr
Synopsis Regressive evolution involves the degradation of formerly useful traits as organisms invade novel ecological
niches. In animals, committing to a strict subterranean habit can lead to regression of the eyes, likely due to a limited
exposure to light. Several lineages of subterranean mammals show evidence of such degeneration, which can include
decreased organization of the retina, malformation of the lens, and subcutaneous positioning of the eye. Advances in
DNA sequencing have revealed that this regression co-occurs with a degradation of genomic loci encoding visual
functions, including protein-coding genes. Other dim light-adapted vertebrates with normal ocular anatomy, such as
nocturnal and aquatic species, also demonstrate evidence of visual gene loss, but the absence of comparative studies has
led to the untested assumption that subterranean mammals are special in the degree of this genomic regression.
Additionally, previous studies have shown that not all vision genes have been lost in subterranean mammals, but it
is unclear whether they are under relaxed selection and will ultimately be lost, are maintained due to pleiotropy or if
natural selection is favoring the retention of the eye and certain critical underlying loci. Here I report that vision gene
loss in subterranean mammals tends to be more extensive in quantity and differs in distribution from other dim light-
adapted mammals, although some committed subterranean mammals demonstrate significant overlap with nocturnal
microphthalmic species. In addition, blind subterranean mammals retain functional orthologs of non-pleiotropic visual
genes that are evolving at rates consistent with purifying selection. Together, these results suggest that although living
underground tends to lead to major losses of visual functions, natural selection is maintaining genes that support the
eye, perhaps as an organ for circadian and/or circannual entrainment.
Introduction
Animals that live in complete darkness represent some
of the quintessential examples of the repeatability of
regressive evolution (Fong et al. 1995). As various lin-
eages have adapted to the lightless habitats of the deep
sea (Sumner-Rooney et al. 2016), caves (Jeffery 2009;
Protas et al. 2011; Perez-Moreno et al. 2017; Stern
et al. 2017) and subterranean ecosystems (Mohun
et al. 2010; Tierney et al. 2015), many traits associated
with light perception have been lost. Within mammals,
this is best illustrated by repeated forays underground,
where various lineages have become accomplished dig-
gers with a reduced dependency on light.
A common evolutionary theme in such subterranean
mammals is the regression of the eye. While this is not a
universal pattern among fossorial mammals (Peichl et al.
2005; Nemec et al. 2007; Schleich et al. 2010; Kott et al.
2016), multiple lineages collectively show irregular mor-
phology in nearly every anatomical trait involved in vision
(Sweet 1906, 1909; Sanyal et al. 1990; Cooper et al. 1993a,
1993b; Mills and Catania 2004; Nikitina et al. 2004;
Hetling et al. 2005; Nemec et al. 2007). Genomic analyses
of these mammals have also revealed evidence of regres-
sion via the inactivation and deletion of multiple genes
involved in visual photoreception (Kim et al. 2011;
Emerling and Springer 2014; Fang et al. 2014a, 2014b).
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Despite the accumulating evidence for this evolution-
ary phenomenon, there remain important questions re-
garding the evolution of a regressed ocular phenotype.
One problem involves the relative degree of eye gene loss
compared with non-subterranean mammals. Although
protein coding genes involved in vision are known to be-
come inactivated in subterranean taxa, this also occurs in
mammals adapted to less extreme dim-light niches, such
as nocturnal and aquatic species (Jacobs 2013; Meredith
et al. 2013; Shen et al. 2013; Emerling and Springer 2015;
Springer et al. 2016). Studies that have reported vision
gene loss in subterranean species have generally been lim-
ited in comparisons with other taxa, meaning that it
remains unclear if such mammals are exceptional in their
degree and distribution of vision gene loss.
Another important question concerns the fate of the
vision genes that appear intact in subterranean species.
Although some subterranean mammals have eyes that
are degenerate to the point of being truly blind, even
being covered by skin and fur (Sweet 1906, 1909; Haim
et al. 1983; Sanyal et al. 1990), mammals have never
reached the point of becoming completely eyeless.
Despite this, the existence of congenitally eyeless humans
(Verma and FitzPatrick 2007) and mouse strains (Chase
and Chase 1941), and the repeated evolution of eyeless-
ness in natural populations of Astyanax cavefish (Jeffery
2009), demonstrate that such a phenotype is possible. As
such, this raises the question of whether the apparently
intact loci undergirding the eyes of blind subterranean
mammals are under relaxed selection and are trending
toward eventual loss or are being maintained due to plei-
otropy or non-visual ocular functions.
To test these hypotheses, I examined patterns of geno-
mic regression in genes associated with visual perception
in five subterranean mammals, including 2 blind species,
and 25 additional mammals encompassing aquatic, noc-
turnal, and diurnal habits. I compared patterns of overall
vision gene loss with genes that have eye-enriched expres-
sion, and analyzed the evolutionary rates of eye proteins
that appear functional in blind mammals to test for evo-
lutionary constraint. The results suggest that subterranean
mammals do indeed tend to lose more visual perception
genes than other dim-light adapted mammals, and their
particular distribution of gene loss is distinct. However,
even blind species show signals of natural selection main-
taining the functionality of numerous eye-specific visual
perception genes. This suggests a retained role of the eye in
a lightless habitat, potentially associated with circadian
photoentrainment.
Materials and methods
I recorded the presence/absence of 213 vision-related
genes for 30 placental mammals (Supplementary
Tables S1 and S2), including five subterranean taxa:
Cape golden mole (Chrysochloris asiatica—Order:
Afrosoricida, Family: Chrysochloridae), star-nosed
mole (Condylura cristata—Order: Eulipotyphla,
Family: Talpidae), Upper Galilee Mountains blind
mole-rat (Nannospalax galili—Order: Rodentia,
Family: Spalacidae), naked mole-rat (Heterocephalus
glaber—Order: Rodentia, Family: Bathyergidae), and
Damaraland mole-rat (Fukomys damarensis—Order:
Rodentia, Family: Bathyergidae). The genes of inter-
est were derived from the gene ontology (GO) data-
base (Gene Ontology Consortium 2004) using the
GO term “Visual Perception”, restricting the list to
genes present in humans.
I obtained human curated mRNA reference
sequences (accession prefix “NM_”) from NCBI’s
nucleotide collection (Supplementary Table S1),
and BLASTed (discontiguous megablast) the entire
set of genes against the nucleotide collection for
each of the remaining 29 mammals. For every spe-
cies, I obtained gene models derived from NCBI’s
Eukaryotic Genome Annotation (EGA) pipeline (ac-
cession prefix “XM_”) and/or curated mRNAs. EGA
utilizes RNA, DNA, and protein reference sequences
to annotate genome assemblies deposited into the
International Nucleotide Sequence Database
Collection (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/
annotation_euk/process/). Gene identification was al-
most always determined by the annotation, however
in some instances strong BLAST hits were recorded
for gene models without the appropriate annotation.
In such cases, the gene models were BLASTed (dis-
contiguous megablast) against the nucleotide collec-
tion to determine if their closest hits were the gene
of interest, indicating that the gene was inappropri-
ately annotated. In the process of obtaining gene
models, I eliminated any genes with a phylogenetic
distribution of absent BLAST hits suggesting that
orthologs were not present in the last common an-
cestor of placental mammals. For example, based on
its phylogenetic distribution, OCLM is likely unique
to anthropoid Primates and was therefore not in-
cluded in the analyses.
Curated mRNAs were assumed to encode func-
tional protein products, as were gene models, unless
there was an annotation indicating the gene likely
encodes a “low quality protein”. Such a designation
is provided for gene models with frameshift inser-
tions, frameshift deletions, and/or premature stop
codons corrected from the reference genome assem-
bly. This predicts a unitary pseudogene, which would
indicate that the gene is nonfunctional. Absent
BLAST hits (i.e., no curated mRNA or gene model
available) were likewise treated as providing evidence
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of gene loss, either through whole gene deletion or
degradation to the point of insufficient recognizable
homology.
However, a lack of BLAST hits and predicted
pseudogenes can also be the result of sequencing,
assembly, and/or gene model construction errors or
unfixed variants. As such, I analyzed two different
datasets described as “possible gene losses” and
“probable pseudogenes”, respectively. The former
assumes all predicted pseudogenes (“low quality
proteins”) and absent BLAST results are representa-
tions of lost/inactivated genes. For the latter dataset,
I only considered predicted pseudogenes with two or
more corrected frameshifts and/or premature stop
codons to be “probable pseudogenes”, under the as-
sumption that a gene with multiple putative inacti-
vating mutations is less likely to result from unfixed
variants or sequencing, assembly or gene model con-
struction errors.
Although all 213 genes have been associated with
visual perception in some capacity, they are not all
restricted to, or have their highest expression in, the
eye. As such, selection may retain them for non-
visual functions. To separate eye-enriched genes
from more pleiotropic loci, I obtained the protein
and gene expression profiles for all 213 genes in the
Human Protein Atlas (Uhlen et al. 2015; www.pro-
teinatlas.org). Protein expression is characterized as
high, medium, low, or absent, and I considered a
gene to be eye-enriched if there is any protein ex-
pression in the lens and/or retina but not in other
tissues, or if there is high expression in the lens and/
or retina with at most low expression in other tis-
sues. If no eye protein expression data were available
and the highest tissue expression was deemed low,
then I examined gene expression data from the
FANTOM5 database (Forrest et al. 2014) as reported
in the Human Protein Atlas. In such cases, I consid-
ered a gene to be eye-enriched if expression (tags per
million) in the retina was greater than twice the ex-
pression level of the next highest tissue.
To test for differences in patterns of vision gene
loss in mammals, I analyzed the data in a logistic
principal components analysis (PCA) framework us-
ing the logisticPCA package in R (Landgraf and Lee
2015). Logistic PCA allows for the dimensional re-
duction of correlated binary traits into principle
components, allowing for visualization of gene loss
patterns common to multiple species. If certain sets
of genes are lost repeatedly in subterranean mam-
mals more frequently than in other mammals, then
the principal components summarizing this variation
should group subterranean mammals in a distinct
portion of PCA space. I coded the genes as binary
traits (0¼ deleted/pseudogene, 1¼ functional) and
performed a logistic PCA analysis on the entire data-
set, then performed a separate analysis with eye-
enriched genes only.
Species were categorized as one of the following:
nocturnal, diurnal, aquatic/semi-aquatic, micro-
phthalmic, rod monochromat, and subterranean.
While the microphthalmic and rod monochromat
species are technically nocturnal/cathemeral or
aquatic, their regressed eye anatomy warrants sepa-
rate designations to test for differences from subter-
ranean mammals. Activity pattern data (nocturnal,
diurnal) are derived from EltonTraits 1.0 (Wilman
et al. 2014), microphthalmic species are based on the
definition following Nevo (2007), and rod mono-
chromat designations derived from Meredith et al.
(2013), Emerling and Springer (2015), and Springer
et al. (2016).
I compared the relative rates (RERs) of protein
evolution for the eye-enriched visual perception pro-
teins in the blind subterranean species, C. asiatica
and N. galili. These data, derived from Partha
et al. (2017), are estimates of lineage-specific relative
shifts in protein evolution rate, i.e., increases or
decreases in protein evolutionary rates relative to
the average evolutionary rate of the proteome of a
specific lineage (Chikina et al. 2016; Partha et al.
2017). Increased rates potentially indicate positive
or relaxed selection, whereas decreased rates likely
indicate purifying selection. RERs were grouped
into two categories: functional and pseudogenes.
Functional genes had no evidence of inactivating
mutations in the present analysis, whereas those
coded as pseudogenes had no BLAST matches or
were predicted to encode a low quality protein
with more than one corrected inactivating mutation.
Although the former may appear to be an impossi-
bility (i.e., having an RER but lacking BLAST
results), it stems from the different sources of the
datasets: the RER analyses are based on the UCSC
100-species alignment, whereas the dataset for the
present analyses is derived from NCBI’s EGA. As
such, UCSC’s alignment may have aligned pseudo-
genes that were not annotated by EGA, allowing RER
values to be derived. Instances where a gene model
was predicted to encode a low quality protein with
only a single inactivating mutation were not in-
cluded in the RER analyses.
Results
Quantity of visual gene losses
Of the 29 non-human mammals examined, all
showed evidence of at least four visual perception
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gene losses (mean¼ 18.5; median¼ 19; Fig. 1A).
Subterranean mammals had the first (49; C. asiatica),
second (42; N. galili), fourth (35; C. cristata), fifth
(28; F. damarensis), and ninth (tied at 22; H. glaber)
positions in terms of possible gene losses. When only
considering probable pseudogenes (mean¼ 6.6; me-
dian 5), subterranean mammals occupied the first
(27; C. asiatica), second (25; N. galili), third (14;
C. cristata), fifth (12; F. damarensis), and sixth (10;
H. glaber) positions (Supplementary Fig. S1).
It is possible that the high number of predicted
pseudogenes in subterranean mammal genomes is
due to poor gene model annotations and/or low
quality assemblies, which would lead to an increase
in predicted pseudogenes across all gene categories.
For instance, the Chinese tree shrew (Tupaia chinen-
sis) is tied for the sixth highest number of possible
vision gene losses (25; Fig. 1A), having three more
than the subterranean H. glaber; an unexpected re-
sult given the bright light conditions experienced by
this diurnal mammal. However, EGA predicts that
T. chinensis has 2119 pseudogenes genome-wide,
the third highest number among the species exam-
ined (mean¼ 1166; median¼ 1037; Supplementary
Table S2), which suggests that the high number of
predicted vision gene losses in this taxon may be an
artifact of poor assembly quality and/or gene models.
After correcting for this potential bias (i.e., visual
perception predicted pseudogenes/total predicted
pseudogenes), T. chinensis was re-ranked at 16th
with 0.99% of its predicted pseudogenes being asso-
ciated with visual perception, which is below the
mean (1.39%) and median (1.06%) values
(Supplementary Fig. S2). By contrast, predicted
pseudogenes in subterranean mammals consist of
higher proportions of visual perception genes, occu-
pying the first (4.26%; C. asiatica), second (3.28%;
Condylura condylura), third (2.65%; N. galili), sixth
(1.8%; F. damarensis), and ninth (1.47%; H. glaber)
positions in the rankings (Supplementary Fig. S2).
Of the 213 visual perception genes, C. asiatica had
the highest number of total losses (49; Fig. 1A), sug-
gesting that as many as 77% are retained as func-
tional in this blind mammal. After examining
protein and gene expression data, I redefined 91 vi-
sual perception genes as eye-enriched to test whether
the putatively functional genes are more pleiotropic
in expression. Of these, subterranean mammals again
had among the highest numbers of possible gene
losses (mean¼ 11; median¼ 9.5), occupying the first
(two tied at 35; C. asiatica, N. galili), third (26;
C. cristata), fifth (21; F. damarensis), and tenth
(13; H. glaber) positions (Fig. 1B). When reanalyzing
the eye-enriched loci with only probable
pseudogenes (mean¼ 4.3; median¼ 2), subterranean
mammals occupy the first (24; N. galili), second (22;
C. asiatica), third (12; C. cristata), fourth (10; F.
damarensis), and sixth (6 [tied]; H. glaber) positions
(Supplementary Fig. S3).
Distribution of visual gene losses
Although subterranean mammals tend to have the
highest numbers of visual perception gene losses
compared with mammals occupying other photic
niches, I also explored the distribution of gene losses
using logistic PCA analyses. This allows for the vi-
sualization of the distribution of gene losses shared
between different species, to determine if subterra-
nean mammals are distinct in the sets of vision genes
they have lost, rather than simply the quantity. PCA
plots of principal components 1 and 2 from the
complete (Fig. 1C) and eye-enriched (Fig. 1D) data-
sets yielded highly similar patterns. Diurnal species
and three aquatic/semi-aquatic taxa occupied a very
similar, restricted PCA space (Fig. 1C,D), likely as-
sociated with the relative rarity of visual gene loss in
these photic niches (Fig. 1A,B and Supplementary
Figs. S1–S3). Nocturnal species show much more
variation, but overlap strongly with diurnal and
aquatic/semi-aquatic species. This suggests that
mammals adapt to nocturnal niches in divergent
ways, with some trending toward regression, like
rod monochromats and subterranean mammals,
and others retaining gene sets similar to diurnal taxa.
Subterranean mammals, by contrast, generally oc-
cupy a distinct portion of PCA space in both anal-
yses, though there is substantial variation
(Fig. 1C,D). For instance, despite the clear separation
between C. cristata, N. galili, and C. asiatica from
their above-ground counterparts, H. glaber overlaps
strongly with certain epigean mammals. These in-
clude nocturnal species (Fig. 1C,D), such as micro-
phthalmic echolocating bats and the lesser hedgehog
tenrec (Echinops telfairi), and the microphthalmic
common shrew (Sorex araneus).
Also included in the plots are three rod mono-
chromat mammals (Fig. 1C,D), which lack cone
photoreceptors but otherwise appear to have intact
eyes (Meredith et al. 2013; Emerling and Springer
2015; Springer et al. 2016). Although these include
aquatic (giant sperm whale [Physeter microcephalus],
minke whale [Balaenoptera acutorostrata]) and noc-
turnal (nine-banded armadillo [Dasypus novemcinc-
tus]) species, rod monochromats occupy a portion of
PCA space distinct from other aquatic and nocturnal
species. Notably, some subterranean mammals, such
as C. asiatica, H. glaber, N. galili, and F. damarensis,
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show evidence of rod monochromacy (Emerling and
Springer 2014; Emerling et al. 2017), which involves
inactivation of commons sets of genes underpinning
cone phototransduction (Emerling et al. 2017). Yet,
despite the shared gene losses associated with rod
monochromacy, subterranean rod monochromats
do not overlap with these taxa in PCA space, further
pointing to the unique sets of genes lost in mammals
living underground.
Among the subterranean mammals, the two most
closely allied in PCA space are the two blind species,
C. asiatica and N. galili (Fig. 1C,D). Indeed, of their
49 and 42 possible gene losses, respectively, 36 are
shared by both species, suggesting highly similar sets
of visual perception genes are lost in mammals with
highly regressed, subcutaneous eyes.
Relative rates analyses of eye-enriched proteins in
blind subterranean mammals
Both N. galili and C. asiatica demonstrate evidence
of inactivation in 35 of 91 (38.5%) of the eye-
enriched visual perception genes, possibly suggesting
retention of function for the remaining 56 genes.
However, the method used here to determine gene
functionality is limited to whole gene deletions,
Fig. 1 Quantity and variation in visual perception gene losses. (A) Total number of possible visual perception gene losses. (B) Total
number of possible eye-enriched visual perception gene losses. (C) Logistic PCA plot of possible visual perception gene losses. (D)
Logistic PCA plot of possible eye-enriched visual perception gene losses. For C and D, % deviance explained is analogous to %
variance explained in standard PCA analyses. The % deviance explained provides a measure for how good of a fit the principal
components are for reconstructing the data, with 100% deviance indicating a perfect fit. Color coding: yellow, diurnal; black, nocturnal;
blue, aquatic/semi-aquatic; green, microphthalmic; red, rod monochromat; brown, subterranean. Silhouettes and associated licenses
from phylopic.org.
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frameshift indels, and nonsense mutations, and is
unable to provide information on potentially inacti-
vating splice site mutations, missense mutations, or
mutations in non-coding regulatory DNA.
Nonetheless, if any putatively functional genes are
inactivated, they are expected to be evolving with a
loss of evolutionary constraint at an accelerated rate
(Chikina et al. 2016; Partha et al. 2017).
Alternatively, if any genes show evidence of deceler-
ation on a branch, their history has likely been dom-
inated by purifying selection.
Given that C. asiatica and N. galili have among the
most regressed visual systems of mammals, along with
the highest number of visual perception gene losses, I
examined the RERs of their putatively functional eye-
enriched visual perception proteins for evidence of
evolutionary constraint. Between these two species,
Partha et al. (2017) calculated RERs for 103 proteins
with putatively functional eye-enriched visual percep-
tion genes (Supplementary Table S1). Sixty-nine of
these proteins have RERs that are accelerated com-
pared with the proteome-wide average for these two
species, whereas 34 (33%) were estimated to be de-
celerating (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. S4). By con-
trast, among the 46 RERs associated with predicted
pseudogenes, only 6 (13%) show evidence of deceler-
ation (Supplementary Fig. S4). Given that most, if not
all, decelerating proteins are likely under purifying
selection, and some accelerating proteins that do not
deviate significantly from the proteome average also
are plausibly under purifying selection, it indicates
that a number of the eye enriched visual perception
genes retained in C. asiatica and N. galili likely remain
under evolutionary constraint.
Discussion
Comparative morphologists have long remarked that
the eyes of subterranean mammals appear degraded
compared with their above-ground counterparts, a
fact that has long been attributed to regressive evo-
lution (Darwin 1859; Fong et al. 1995). With the
advent of DNA sequencing, the results from anatom-
ical studies appeared to be reinforced at the molec-
ular level, demonstrating a pattern that mirrors the
regression of ocular morphology. Springer et al.
(1997) reported that the marsupial mole
(Notoryctes typhlops) has an inactivated interphotor-
eceptor retinoid-binding protein gene (RBP3/IRBP),
which participates in the visual cycle to regenerate
the opsin-bound retinal chromophore. David-Gray
et al. (2002) found that OPN1SW/SWS1, which enc-
odes a visual opsin, is likewise inactivated in a blind
mole rat (Nannospalax ehrenbergi). Analysis of the
whole genome of H. glaber revealed as many as 19
inactivated or deleted genes associated with visual
functions (Kim et al. 2011), suggesting that the deg-
radation of visual loci can occur en masse during
evolution. Emerling and Springer (2014) examined
65 genes with retinal functions in the genomes of
C. asiatica, H. glaber, and C. cristata and found ev-
idence of 18, 12, and 6 gene losses, respectively.
Furthermore, using a molecular dating method,
they found evidence that nearly all of the gene losses
post-dated fossil and ancestral state reconstructions
of fossoriality, providing temporal evidence that life
underground has led to the dispensing of some ret-
inal genes. Subsequent genome assemblies of N. galili
and F. damarensis found 22 and 14 vision-related
pseudogenes, respectively (Fang et al. 2014a,
2014b), underscoring the fact that multiple lineages
of subterranean mammals show evidence of visual
regression at the genomic level.
While it may seem intuitive that these mammals
have lost visual gene functions due to their special-
ized adaptations to a nearly lightless habitat, studies
have demonstrated that regression of visual loci
occurs in nocturnal and aquatic species as well. The
visual opsin gene OPN1SW has been lost numerous
times in nocturnal and aquatic mammals (Levenson
and Dizon 2003; Tan et al. 2005; Zhao et al. 2009;
Jacobs 2013; Meredith et al. 2013; Emerling et al.
2015). Echolocating bats have repeatedly inactivated
GJA10 (gap junction protein, alpha 10; Shen et al.,
2013), a gene associated with retinal horizontal cell
receptive fields, and RBP3 has been pseudogenized in
a number of nocturnal and aquatic species (Shen
et al. 2013; Emerling and Springer 2014; Hudson
et al. 2014). Numerous other genes associated with
visual functions, such as ARR3 (cone arrestin), CRB1
(crumbs homolog 1 [Drosophila]), GRK7 (G protein-
coupled receptor kinase 7), GUCA1B (guanylate cy-
clase activator 1B), and GUCY2F (guanylate cyclase
2F, retinal) have been inactivated in various mam-
mals (Emerling and Springer 2014; Hudson et al.
2014), particularly nocturnal species, and multiple
genes involved in cone phototransduction have
been pseudogenized in several whale lineages
(Meredith et al., 2013; Emerling and Springer, 2015;
Springer et al., 2016). Together, these data point to
the possibility that there is nothing distinct about
vision gene loss in subterranean mammals, but rather
any type of dim-light adaptation may lead to gene
inactivation. Instead, perhaps subterranean mammals
have evolved their particularly regressed vision phe-
notypes primarily through relaxed selection on regu-
latory DNA elements (Berger et al. 2017; Partha et al.
2017; Roscito et al. 2017).
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Although loss of regulatory elements has likely
been important in the acquisition of a regressed
eye phenotype, the results reported here suggest
that subterranean mammals are indeed generally dis-
tinct from other mammals in both the number and
distribution of visual gene losses. Whether looking at
possible or probable gene losses, after correcting for
the total number of predicted pseudogenes in their
genomes, and when focusing only on eye-enriched
genes, subterranean mammals consistently rank in
three to four of the top five spots in terms of visual
gene loss. Chrysochloris asiatica and N. galili almost
always occupy the first and second positions, often
showing evidence of substantially more regression
than other species, consistent with their particularly
degraded subcutaneous eyes.
Furthermore, logistic PCA analyses demonstrate
that subterranean mammals largely cluster separately
from other mammals, pointing to their distinctive
patterns of visual gene loss. Indeed, these analyses
picked up on the high degree of overlap in gene
loss between C. asiatica and N. galili (36 out of 49
and 42 genes, respectively), a remarkable pattern of
convergent molecular evolution given that their most
recent common ancestor dates to over 90 million
years ago (Emerling et al. 2015). Whether similar
patterns of visual gene loss occur in even more dis-
tantly related species with highly regressed eyes, such
as the marsupial mole, scolecophidian snakes, or
burrowing caecilians, should be investigated.
At the same time, not all subterranean mammals
contrast with their subaerial counterparts in terms of
vision gene loss, particularly the naked mole-rat (H.
glaber). Despite the fact that this species is
completely devoted to a life underground, has eyelids
that typically remain closed, and shows evidence of
some ocular regression (Mills and Catania 2004;
Nikitina et al. 2004; Hetling et al. 2005), it often
ranks behind other dim-light adapted mammals,
such as bats and whales, in terms of quantity of
gene loss (Fig. 1A,B and Supplementary Fig. S2).
In the logistic PCA plots, H. glaber occupied PCA
space particularly near to nocturnal echolocating bats
and the common shrew. These mammals have par-
ticularly tiny eyes that are considered microphthal-
mic (Peichl et al. 2000; Nevo 2007), which leads to a
reduced image size on the retina and therefore min-
imal visual acuity. This suggests that for at least
some characteristics, H. glaber’s eyes may be largely
indistinct from those of aboveground mammals with
minute eyes.
One above-ground mammal that typically ranked
in the top five in terms of gene loss is the nine-
banded armadillo (D. novemcinctus; Fig. 1A,B and
Supplementary Figs. S1 and S3). While most arma-
dillos burrow to some degree, only the fairy arma-
dillos (Chlamyphorinae) are considered to be wholly
committed to a life underground. However, analyses
of vision genes in armadillos and their sloth kin,
paired with anatomical comparisons of extant and
extinct species of their superorder (Xenarthra), has
led to the suggestion that D. novemcinctus descended
from ancestors that were committed to a highly fos-
sorial, possibly even subterranean, lifestyle (Emerling
and Springer, 2015). The relatively high number of
vision pseudogenes in this species, ranking this ani-
mal along with committed subterranean mammals,
appears to provide further evidence for this
hypothesis.
Notably, not all eye-enriched visual perception
genes showed evidence of degradation, even in the
blind C. asiatica and N. galili, with some putatively
functional genes showing evidence of evolutionary
constraint. While some of this is likely due to plei-
otropy, there exist multiple genes with decelerating
RERs and no apparent expression outside of the eye.
Among these are genes that are critical for minimal
retinal function and eye formation (Fig. 2) (Sohocki
et al. 2000; Ramamurthy et al. 2004; Zhang et al.
2005; Oishi et al. 2007; Morgans et al. 2009; van
Genderen et al. 2009; Iseri et al. 2010; Zou and
Levine 2012; Zeitz et al. 2013; Neuille et al. 2014),
suggesting that natural selection is maintaining eyes
in these otherwise blind species, consistent with the
retention of a well-organized retina in another spe-
cies of blind mole rat (Spalax ehrenbergi) (Esquiva
et al. 2016). One hypothesis posits that the eye is
being maintained for photoperiodic functions
(Pevet et al. 1984; Cooper et al. 1993a; David-Gray
et al. 1998; Hannibal et al. 2002), which predicts that
the retained genes may be essential for maintaining a
“circadian eye”. With further explorations of the
functions of these genes, and determining whether
they are critical for photoentrainment or other
non-visual functions, we will come closer to under-
standing just how far the regressed eyes of subterra-
nean mammals have degenerated, and why they may
have stopped just short of complete loss.
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